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[ W. Clarke, M. Cooper, S. Coore, R. Daley, W. Stewart]

Do you believe her
In Peace and love
Oh-Who a

Peace flags keep on flying
Voices raising songs of joy
Peace flags keep on flying
Songs of hope for every girl and boy
Sing forever, there is tomorrow
'Cause you know they want to see
The rising sun
Never doubting, there's a future
For as long as we keep them
Flying free
Hoisting through the sky
Time for us to fly the peace flags

Oh-Yea h-Ah...
Peace flags keep on flying
Symbols of world harmony
Let the peace flags keep on flying
Ooh, girl
Respecting each one's dignity
'Cause forever there is tomorrow
And we all want to see the rising sun
Never doubting, there's a future
For as long as we keep them
Flying free
Hoisting through the sky
Time for us to fly the peace flags

Oh-Who a-Yeah
If you believe in love
(We should all-we should all)
Fly the flags of peace (fly the flags of peace)
If you believe in love
We should all (we should all)
Fly the flags of peace (fly the flags of peace)
Keep on flying
High enough for all to see
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I said the peace flags
Keep on flying

Ooh
The vision of a heart that is free
Knowing forever, there is tomorrow

Let us stand and face the rising sun
Never doubting there's a future
For as long as we keep them flying free
Hoisting through the sky
Time for us to fly the peace flags
Fly the peace flags

Ooh
If you believe
We should ail-whoa
Fly the flags of peace
Fly the flags of peace
Ooh-yeah
If you believe
'Cause I believe
Fly the flags of peace
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